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A Case of Perverted Justice
State Continues Prosecution despite Trooper’s Forced Resignation
New London, CT, January 27, 2013: In, yet, another flimsy case, brought and prosecuted by the
State of Connecticut, the State is, once again, refusing to drop charges against a Connecticut citizen
because of the fact that he owns firearms.
Mr. Morgan, a long time collector of firearms, owns quite an extensive collection of firearms,
including machine guns. The charges against Mr. Morgan were based on allegations of a physical
altercation that had nothing to do with firearms. The entire incident was apparently so negligible that
the accusers took 15 hours to report the incident to police. Despite these facts, the judge and
prosecutor have made Morgan's firearms a central aspect of the case. The state clearly aims to make
sure that Mr. Morgan loses his firearms no matter whether he beats the charges or not.
The allegations and charges against Mr. Morgan are flimsy enough, but when compounded by the
fact that the trooper who arrested him has since resigned under allegations that he falsified
"hundreds" of reports or criminal complaints, this case takes on a whole new light. Upon a review of
former Trooper Bergeron’s reports and statements in this case, it was found that the witness
statements were written by Bergeron in his own handwriting. At least one page of the statement was
not even signed by the witness, lending itself to further question speculation as to whether this was
in fact the witness’s statement or Bergeron’s.
The allegedly disgraceful official behavior of former Trooper Bergeron was, in fact, so serious that
when it was discussed with Mr. Morgan’s legal counsel, in a court hallway, a nolle of Mr. Morgan's
charges was proposed by the State’s Attorney. Instead of the judge allowing or accepting the nolle,
the judge insisted on prosecuting Mr. Morgan simply because Mr. Morgan owns firearms. The judge
insisted that Mr. Morgan plead, and the judge refused to accept the State's Attorney's nolle offering.
“This whole case is a perfect example of perverted justice.” -- Connecticut Carry Director Edward Peruta
“The state has made it clear that they will engage in whatever dirty tricks and disgusting behavior
necessary to wage a war against the citizens of Connecticut who wish to exercise their right to bear arms.”
-- Connecticut Carry President Rich Burgess
Court documents filed on January 23rd on this issue can be found here:
http://ctcarry.com/Document?tag=563f2aac-e3d2-46e3-999a-7ca5ac2e169c
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Connecticut Carry is dedicated to advancing and protecting the fundamental civil rights of the men and women of
Connecticut to keep and bear arms for defense of themselves and the state as guaranteed by the United States Constitution
and the Constitution of Connecticut.

